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ABSTRACT 
STUDIES 
Araceli MARTÍN and others, 1987-88 Archaelogical Excavation 
Campaing in the Madurel/-Can Feu brickyard Site. 
The beginning of major urbanizing works in this place cau-
sed the Generalitat's Archaelogical Department urgently to 
start works to ¡ocate and to set the boundary of the pros-
pective sites. In the prehistoric site, eight graves and one 
hundred and rwo dug out structures, refilled with various 
materials from inhabited areas, were located inJanuary 1987. 
The remains span from middle neolithic to Iron Age. 
Joan MARTÍNEZ, Joaquim FOLCH, Teresa CASAS, Archaelogical 
Contribution to the Iberian and Roman Site in Can Feu 
(l987). 
The Generalitat's Archaelogical Department excavations in 
this area in Sant Quirze del Valles have found out a set of 
Iberian silos and the manufacturing area of a pre-imperial 
Roman villa with relics of four kilns and a rectangular buil-
ding. The villa was a centre combining wine containers ma-
nufacturing and farming activity. 
Albert ROIG, Lluís FERNÁNDEZ, Josep M. MASSAGUÉ, Sant Julia 
d'Altura. 
A first analysis of the structural development of the whole 
of Sant Julia d'Altura (Sabadell, Valles Occidental) shows 
a series of architectural elements in sequence, in accordan-
ce with the historical development of the parish church. On 
the relics of a supposed Roman funeral building (I-I1 B.C.), 
part of a pre-Roman temple framework, sorne XIVth cen-
tury repairs, as well as the major transformation undergone 
by the building in the XVIIth century, have been pointed 
out. 
Pere FONT 1 HOMS, Busttilo Monarchists and Manufacturers: 
about the Crisis o/ Dynastic Parties, 1893-1903. 
A short study about Timoteo Bustillo a Madrid-based woo-
llen merchant and «cunero» deputy from Sabadell from 1894 
to 1903. Special attention is paid to the crisis among the 
town's bourgeoisie illustrated by the electoral debate bet-
ween Bustillo and Sallares in 1896. 
Imma PLANEll 1 SANMIQUEL, Clericalism and Anticlericalism: The 
«Tragic Wéek" and the Debate on the Reopening o/ Lay 
Schools in Sabadell. 
The author studies the dispute about lay education, which 
took place immediately after the events of the <<fragic Weeh 
Ouly 1909). This was a consequence of the earlier clerical/an-
ticlerical controversy. 
DOCUMENTS 
Joan ALSINA 1 GIRALT, The Bombardment o/Barcelona and Ala-
cant in July 1691 according to a Manuscript in Sabadell. 
A Publication of an account of the French Army bombard-
ments. One of the better documents recording these events. 
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